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ABSTRACT

his article proposes a new approach to train physics-augmented neural networks with observable data
to represent mechanical constitutive laws. To train the neural network and learn thermodynamics
potentials, the proposed method does not rely on strain-stress or strain-free energy pairs but needs
only partial strain or displacement measurements inside the structure. The neural network is trained
thanks to an unsupervised procedure in which the modified Constitutive Relation Error (mCRE) is
minimized. The mCRE functional provides a bias-aware data assimilation framework with a rich
physical sense as the Constitutive Relation Error (CRE) part can be interpreted as a modeling error
continuously defined over the structure, and can be used as a prediction quality in the inference phase.
This article also extends previous works on the mCRE by introducing a new minimization procedure
in the case of nonlinear state laws. As typical structural health monitoring applications may require
that the neural networks should be trained online, an important focus is thus made on automatic and
adaptive tuning of sensitive hyperparameters (learning rate, weighting between losses, number of
epochs and initialization). It is shown that when the training database is rich enough with respect to
the loading cases, the proposed method achieves remarkable performance regarding the quality of the
learned model, noise robustness, and low sensitivity to user-defined hyperparameters. The method is
evaluated on two test cases: a non-quadratic potential in the small strain regime with synthetic optic
fiber measurements, and a Mooney-Rivlin model in the hyperelastic case with synthetic digital image
correlation observations.

Keywords Constitutive modeling, Physics-augmented Neural Network, Unsupervised learning, Constitutive relation
error, Evolution laws, Data assimilation
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1 Introduction

Structural damage is a critical engineering issue. It may affect a large scope of structures, including wind turbines,
aircraft or space structures. Consequently, Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) with early damage detection and
diagnosis of its evolution is fundamental to control the integrity of sensor-equipped structures throughout their life
cycle, thus increasing durability and safety. To exploit the best between numerics and measurements, the trend is to
design new processes in which physical systems and their numerical simulator (twin) dynamically and seamlessly
exchange information in real-time through a feedback loop. This paradigm, called Dynamic Data Driven Application
Systems (DDDAS) [1, 2] aims

• to continuously predict the evolution of the physical phenomena of interest and drive the system accordingly
(inference phase);

• to dynamically update the computational model using in situ measurements which are assimilated on-the-fly
(training phase).

Nowadays, accurate experimental information can be obtained on the damage state with observations from optical fibers
or imaging, which give high spatial resolution [3, 4]. Physics-based damage modeling and simulation have also been the
object of significant advances for more than forty years. They represent a rich history of engineering sciences, and they
are nowadays used as virtual twins for the numerical prediction of damage initiation and growth, until failure, inside
structures (replacing costly experimental campaigns) [5]. To accurately predict structural health, constitutive modeling
is essential. Traditionally, experimental information was used to update the parameters of a constitutive model, which
form was fixed. Parameter identification of constitutive model has been studied for the past decades and aims to find the
model parameters p of a constitutive relation that match the best with the observations [6]. A wide variety of methods
has been designed so far for parameter identification, such as the Finite Element Model Updating (FEMU) [7], the
Equilibrium Gap Method (EGM) [8], the Virtual Fields Method (VFM) [9], the Reciprocity Gap Method (RGM)[10],
or the modified constitutive relation error (mCRE)[11], which is the method of interest here.

The mCRE provides an interesting framework for parameter identification and updating as the associated functional
incorporates a strong physical sense that can be interpreted as a modeling error. The strategy enforces reliable
information (e.g. equilibrium) while releasing uncertain information (e.g. constitutive law or measurement values). It is
thus a hybrid approach that leans on both physics-based and data-based information. It is a flexible compromise between
purely data-based approaches[12] which require high data quantity, have high variance and low bias, and model-based
approaches which require low data quantity and have low variance and high bias. Numerous researches dealing with
mCRE have been conducted, involving forced vibrations dynamics [13, 14, 15], transient dynamics [16, 17] and
nonlinear material behavior [18, 19]. Additionally, the mCRE framework has proved its robustness to corrupted [20]
and noisy [21] measurements. The classical mCRE approach, as other inversion methods, postulates a constitutive
model (even though it is released to inform on possible bias), which has the advantage of being physically interpretable.
Yet, the postulated model form does not always allow to describe the observed complexity correctly. Searching for the
best constitutive relation in the structure, the present work proposes a mCRE framework in which the form of the
model is not assumed, thus naturally correcting model bias using neural networks known as universal approximators [22].

In [23], the representation of the constitutive relation through a neural network was among the pioneering contributions.
At that time, the learning of strain-stress mapping was purely data-driven, which means that no physical knowledge was
neither enforced in the network architecture nor informed in the loss function. Recently, physics-informed machine
learning has shown interesting results in several scientific fields [24]. Hybrid modeling is a good compromise between
these two approaches. Coupling techniques between deep learning and physical models help alleviate frequent concerns
in the use of neural networks, such as lack of physical consistency, lack of generalization, and difficulty to train
(quantity of data, hyperparameters tuning) [25]. A first possibility, introduced in [26] as a "physics-informed" approach,
is to include physical knowledge in the loss function used to train the neural networks. This idea is to write the loss
function as the sum of a measure discrepancy term and a penalization of the non-satisfaction of physics. A second idea,
often mentioned as "physics-augmented" is to enforce physical knowledge in the architecture. Several frameworks
have been proposed to take into account physical properties such as thermodynamics constraints in the architecture
[27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. All the latter are based on the convexity of the free energy imposed by an input-convex neural
network (ICNN) introduced in [32]. A third one, often referred to as transfer learning, consists of informing prior
knowledge in the network initialization. This idea helps increase the quantity of data used for training and reduce
the sensitivity of a random initialization on the training result. The proposed mCRE strategy naturally integrates
all these recent trends, by the definition of the loss function, the chosen architecture of the neural network, and the
physics-guided initialization.
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Dealing with constitutive modeling, coupling physical knowledge with neural networks is now an emerging field. The
recent contributions can be separated according to the data used for training. A first community aims to train neural
networks in a supervised learning procedure with a strain-stress database (or strain-free energy) generated from a known
constitutive model [27, 28, 30, 33, 34, 35, 36]. As the forward pass of a neural network can be easily parallelized, the
use of a neural network after training can achieve high gain in computational time when the initial model is costly to
compute, for example, in the case of microscale modeling [37, 38]. Measuring strain-stress couples with complex
loading is a challenge today, so the supervised training procedure cannot be used to train neural networks. In [29]
and [39], methods tackled the issue of unsupervised training of neural networks for constitutive modeling. Full-field
displacement observations were used to compute strain employed as an input of a neural network trained to output
stress with a loss function that penalizes the non-satisfaction of the equilibrium (boundary conditions are known). The
advantage of the present method over the latter is the use of a modeling error directly focused on what needs to be
learned: the constitutive relation. A comparison of the current method and [?] is available in [40]. Furthermore, this
constitutive relation error localizes the model bias in the structure. The present work requires partial observations, such
as the case with optic fiber measurement.

The following uses the mCRE framework in the case of a free model form: the constitutive relation is described
with physics-augmented neural networks that guarantee physical properties enforced in the architecture. The
contribution of this paper is not the use of a new physics-augmented architecture, but the training of an existing
architecture [27, 28, 29, 30, 41] in an unsupervised fashion. This adaptation of the mCRE framework requires a
new minimization procedure proposed here. Furthermore, the DDDAS context imposes that the neural network
can be trained online, so this article also proposes an automatic tuning of sensitive user-defined parameters such as
initialization, learning rate and ponderation between losses. The method focuses on isothermal constitutive state
laws (evolution laws will be investigated later) and is tested on synthetic data with 2D geometry. The boundary
conditions and the measurement noise level are assumed to be known, even though the mCRE framework is
suited to deal with uncertain boundary conditions (see for example [42]). The validation of the proposed method is
based on the quality of the learned constitutive relation, noise robustness, and sensitivity to user-defined hyperparameters.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows; Section 2 recalls basics on the mCRE and introduces the new
minimization procedure suited for nonlinear state laws. Section 3 details the specificities of using neural networks to
describe the constitutive relation (how physics is enforced in the architecture and hyperparameters tuning strategy).
Section 4 evaluates the method and discusses the results with two test cases: a non-quadratic potential in the small strain
regime (with optic fiber observations) and a Mooney-Rivlin potential in hyperelasticity (with digital image correlation).
Eventually, conclusions and prospects are drawn in Section 5.

2 The modified constitutive relation error (mCRE) concept and minimization for nonlinear
constitutive relations

This section defines the problem (Section 2.1), recalls the basics on the CRE (Section 2.2) and mCRE (Section 2.3)
concepts, and introduces the proposed minimization of mCRE suited for nonlinear state laws (Section 2.4).

2.1 Problem definition

To define the problem notations, let us consider a body in initial configuration Ω ⊂ Rd(d = 1, 2, 3) (Figure 1) with
boundary ∂Ω and isothermal environment. Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed on ∂Ω1 ⊂ ∂Ω by means of a
displacement field ud. Neumann boundary conditions are prescribed on ∂Ω2 ⊂ ∂Ω by means of a force field fds . A
body force field fdv may also be prescribed in Ω. Additionally, strain measurements Eobs (in the case of observations
from optic fibers) or displacement measurements uobs (in the case of digital image correlation) are available; Section 4
shows one case per measurement type.

The solution to the mechanical problem is the couple (u,S) of displacement and second Piola-Kirchoff stress fields that
satisfies the three following groups of equations:

• kinematic admissibility defines the space Uad of displacement fields satisfying the Dirichlet boundary
conditions:

u|∂Ω1
= ud
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• static admissibility defines the space Sad of stress fields satisfying the equilibrium :
∫

Ω

S(u) :
(
F(u)T .∇v

)
=

∫

Ω

fvd .v +

∫

∂Ω2

fsd .v ∀v ∈ U0

with F the deformation gradient and U0 the space of kinematic admissibility with homogeneous Dirichlet
conditions.

• constitutive relation :

S =
∂ψ(E; p)

∂E

with the strain tensor E(u) = 1
2 (∇u+∇uT +∇uT∇u) and p the parameters of the constitutive law. Such a

notation for the constitutive law, involving a convex potential ψ depending on state variables alone, is provided
by the first principle of thermodynamics.

<latexit sha1_base64="LlsVES0p/fHNBz78QBVDTG35900=">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</latexit>

⌦

Observations 
(displacement or strain)

Figure 1: Configuration studied.

The minimization of the mCRE aims to identify the constitutive relation parameters p that fit the best to experimental
data. Here Dirichlet and Neumann’s conditions are known, as well as the observations Eobs or uobs that are affected by
measurement noise.

2.2 CRE concept

The CRE concept was introduced in the 70s in the context of finite element verification [43] (i.e. a posteriori error
estimation and mesh adaptation). A detailed explanation can be found in [44] and the general idea is to split the
equations of Section 2.1 following the reliability of the information. The constitutive relation is considered as the
unreliable equation so that an admissible pair (û, Ŝ) ∈ (Uad × Sad) is constructed (see [44]) and the constitutive
relation error is defined as follows:

E2CRE(û, Ŝ) =
∫

Ω

(
ψ(û) + ψ∗(Ŝ)− Ŝ : E(û)

)
(1)

where ψ∗(Ŝ) stands for the Legendre-Fenchel dual potential defined by ψ∗(Ŝ) = sup
E

[Ŝ : E− ψ(E)].

In the case of a quadratic potential, when ψ(E) = 1
2E : K : E, the dual potential reads ψ∗(S) = 1

2S : K−1 : S, the
constitutive relation is S = KE(u) and the CRE is written :

E2CRE(û, Ŝ) =
∫

Ω

(Ŝ−KE(û)) : K−1 : (Ŝ−KE(û)) = ||Ŝ−KE(û)||2K−1 (2)

where K is the symmetric positive definite Hooke tensor and ||•||K−1 is the energy norm on stress fields. Here it is
clear that the error is on the constitutive relation.

Figure 2 shows two interpretations of the CRE concept. On the left, in the space of strain-stress couples, we can see that
for an admissible pair (û, Ŝ), the CRE is a distance to the space of stress-strain couples that satisfy the constitutive
relation. This is the meaning of (2) in the case of a quadratic potential. On the right, for a given point (Ê, Ŝ), the area in
blue is ψ∗(Ŝ), the area in orange is ψ(û), the area delimited by the red rectangle is Ŝ : Ê. Thus the hatched area is
ψ(û) + ψ∗(Ŝ)− Ŝ : E(û).
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Space of strain-stress couples that 
satisfy constitutive relation
Space of admissible strain-stress 
couples

<latexit sha1_base64="Eig/QHxjSx6V1x7x6d9I8FyH32c=">AAAGLHicjVTNbhMxEN6UBkr4a+HIxSJCSkqpkpQfCalSoVTiUjUQklaKk8jeOLur2LvG9i6qLEs8BM/B03BBiCsPwQlvsjTNbhD44vF833yaGduDOQ2kajS+ldaurJevXtu4Xrlx89btO5tbd3syioVLum5EI3GGkSQ0CElXBYqSMy4IYpiSUzw9TPHThAgZROF7dc7JgCEvDCaBi5R1jTY/Q4aU7yKqj8ywNdKH745MDfpI6RmAJzo2ZgdAPOn4dbAPYBCqkYYnjHjIwFeBVwOQy6AQUgePZsBwu5bFPp6LgBfpflQMSMXqFWBXZbRZbew2ZgsUjWZmVJ1stUdb65/gOHJjRkLlUiRlv9ngaqCRUIFLianAWBKO3CnySN+aIWJEDvSsfQY85LabgCLgRjElsVhiC+sa7yRpf8dWkHqRCJTPWjlRjD1ByJQO9KwkHNElXGOWOwvyIcy58hzEpDxneNmZyqsootK6XxNbrCDH1nXCiUAqEtsaIuGxIDQ62ytL4bFIE+sKymI5Dfh+g8WA01iCJosrlSXJl5T7CBOVXVL6Rk6OO0a7TJ4bjY1O8w/JRzdiDIVjDRXh0jd6frP2jk0Ox9gSzBzKIdZz8RiKcZPOAu0U0fYCbRdRvkB5EY3N5UeYR7sLtFtEewu0Z9I+55K+6MUi9VUdiectqS3yqK+iJTlaktJW8Kj9/GP0h4yZhpmnQPcvFT9LNC4k6Cc5SmIKlY6JCBLTbw00nAjkasjTb4coqDbNxaHaWh1HEkRNf+9fselwEFDYSWanT3Uvn+ZMShL3L2rDVk5v+N+KK+papWbSmdXMT6ii0WvtNp/tPn37pHpQy6bXhnPfeeDUnKbz3Dlw3jhtp+u4zq8SKNVL2+Uv5a/l7+Ufc+paKYu55yyt8s/fdqEzRQ==</latexit>

E2
CRE(û, Ŝ) =

Z

⌦

⇣
 (û) +  ⇤(Ŝ)� Ŝ : E(û)

⌘

Figure 2: Left: interpretation of the CRE in the space of strain-stress couples. Right: interpretation of the CRE with the
stress-strain curve.

2.3 Extension of the CRE concept to the context of parameters updating: the modified Constitutive Relation
Error

In the 90’s the CRE concept was used in the context of inverse problems and parameter updating. In the first approach,
observations were enforced in the definition of the admissibility space and optimal parameters were found by minimizing
the CRE cost-function [45], but this approach was not well suited to the case of important measurement noise. In [11], a
more flexible approach (the one used in this paper) was proposed to enforce only reliable information on the admissible
space Ad, thus consistently extending the general framework. The optimal model parameters popt are defined as :

popt = argmin
p

[
min

(û,Ŝ)∈Ad

E2mCRE(û, Ŝ; p)
]

(3)

with

E2mCRE(û, Ŝ; p) =
∫

Ω

(
ψ(û;p) + ψ∗(Ŝ;p)− Ŝ : E(û)

)
+ α||Πu− uobs||2 (4)

whereAd = (Uad×Sad) (even though it is possible to consider loading as uncertain information, see [4]), α is a scaling
factor, and Π is an operator that extracts observation outputs from the displacement field u, so that the model can be
compared with the observations. For example, in the discretized version of the mCRE with displacement observations,
Π is a diagonal matrix in which the diagonal coefficient is 1 when the degree of freedom is observed and 0 otherwise.

The minimization of (3) depends on the type of model considered. Previous works have been done on linear dynamics
models [11, 13, 17, 46], for defect identification [47], with uncertain measurements or loading [15, 48], coupled with
data-assimilation tools [49] or with nonlinear evolution laws [18]. The present work extends the work of [18] by
focusing on nonlinearities in state laws that require a different minimization procedure. The following section introduces
this new minimization algorithm.

2.4 Minimization of mCRE for nonlinear state laws

In the present context, the minimization of the mCRE aims to find the parameters popt such that :

popt = argmin
p∈P

[
min

(u,S)∈Ad

[ ∫

Ω

(
ψ(û;p) + ψ∗(Ŝ;p)− Ŝ : E(û)

)
+ α||ΠE(û)−Eobs||2

]]
(5)

where the potential ψ and the space of parameters P are such that the constitutive model guarantees the physical
conditions listed in Section 3.1. This section describes the minimization in a unified framework suited for :

• an explicitly given parametrized constitutive relation as it is traditionally the case with the mCRE framework
[4];

• a constitutive relation described by a neural network (in this case, parameters p should be understood as
weights and biases of the network). The description of a constitutive relation by a physics-augmented neural
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network enables to search for the potential ψ in a space of potentials that satisfy the requirements of a
constitutive law (see Section 3.1).

This minimization consists in an iterative process where iteration n is composed of :

• a first step performed with fixed parameters p(n), in which a new admissible field couple (û, Ŝ)(n+1) is found
to minimize the mCRE.

• a second step performed with fixed admissible field couple (û, Ŝ)(n+1), in which parameters are updated with
a gradient descent step.

Both steps are detailed in the following section for iteration n. A novelty of this approach lies in the way the Step 1 is
performed: in the present context this Step 1 is nonlinear and the minimization is performed with a Newton scheme.

2.4.1 Step 1

In this step parameters p(n) are fixed and the goal is to find :

(û, Ŝ)(n+1) = argmin
(u,S)∈Ad

[
E2mCRE(û, Ŝ; p(n))

]
(6)

with

E2mCRE(û, Ŝ; p(n)) =

∫

Ω

(
ψ(û;p(n)) + ψ∗(Ŝ;p(n))− Ŝ : E(û)

)
+ α||ΠE(û)−Eobs||2 (7)

To express the Legendre-Fenchel transform ψ∗(Ŝ) (defined in Section 2.2) in a more convenient way, a displacement
field v̂ is introduced. With the convexity of ψ with respect to E the sup is reached for v̂ such that :

Ŝ =
∂ψ

∂E

∣∣∣
E(v̂)

(8)

so that,

ψ∗(Ŝ) =
∂ψ

∂E

∣∣∣
E(v̂)

: E(v̂)− ψ(E(v̂)) (9)

By replacing in (7) the mCRE writes :

E2mCRE(û, v̂;p) =
∫

Ω

(
ψ(û;p(n))− ψ(v̂;p(n)) +

∂ψ

∂E

∣∣∣
E(v̂)

: (E(v̂)−E(û))
)
+ α||ΠE(û)−Eobs||2 (10)

To search the couple (û, Ŝ)(n+1) in the admissible space Ad :

• û is discretized with the following decomposition :

U =

[
Ua

Ud

]
(11)

where Ua is the discretized displacement field at active degrees of freedom and Ud the discretized displacement
field for the Dirichlet boundary conditions.

• the mCRE minimization is performed under the constraint :

h(v,λ) =

∫

Ω

S(v) :
(
F(v)T .∇λ

)
−
∫

Ω

fvd .λ−
∫

∂Ω2

fsd .λ = 0 ∀λ ∈ U0 (12)

so that Ŝ satisfies the static admissibility.

This constrained minimization is performed by means of a Lagrangian functional:

L = E2mCRE(û, v̂) + h(v,λ) (13)

6
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with the following Newton scheme [50]:

[
uk+1 − uk
vk+1 − vk

λ

]
=




∂2E2
mCRE

∂u2

∂2E2
mCRE

∂u∂v
0

∂2E2
mCRE

∂v∂u

∂2E2
mCRE

∂v2

∂h(v,λ)
∂v

0 ∂h(v,λ)
∂v 0




−1 


∂E2
mCRE

∂u

∂E2
mCRE

∂v

h(v,λ)


 (14)

The right-hand side of (14) is evaluated with the quantities of iteration k.

The first-order derivatives are:




∂E2mCRE
∂u

=

∫

Ω

(∂E
∂u

(
∂ψ

∂E

∣∣∣
E(u)
− ∂ψ

∂E

∣∣∣
E(v)

)
)
+ α

∂E

∂u
(ΠE(u)−Eobs))

∂E2mCRE
∂v

=

∫

Ω

∂E

∂v

∂2ψ

∂E2

∣∣∣
E(v)

(E(v)−E(u))

h(v,λ) = −
∫

Ω

∂ψ

∂E

∣∣∣
E(v)

: F(v)∇λ− fvdλ−
∫

∂2Ω

fsdλ

(15)

Concerning second-order derivatives, terms that vanish at convergence of the Newton scheme are neglected so that:




∂2E2mCRE
∂u2

=

∫

Ω

(∂E
∂u

)2 ∂2ψ

∂E2

∣∣∣
E(u)

+ α
(∂E
∂u

)2

Π.ΠT

∂2E2mCRE
∂v2

=

∫

Ω

(∂E
∂v

)2 ∂2ψ

∂E2

∣∣∣
E(v)

∂2E2mCRE
∂u∂v

=

∫

Ω

−∂E
∂v

∂E

∂u

∂2ψ

∂E2

∣∣∣
E(v)

∂h(v,λ)

∂v
=

∫

Ω

∂E

∂v

∂2ψ

∂E2

∣∣∣
E(v)

F(v)∇λ+
∂ψ

∂E

∣∣∣
E(v)

∂F(v)

∂v
∇λ

(16)

with F(v) = (1 +∇v).

All the integrals are performed using finite element discretization (A shows the discretization in the case of linear
elasticity). The initialization of the Newton scheme is done with the fields (u,v) obtained at the end of step 1 with the
previous parameters. Step 1 terminates when the relative update on the displacement field is below a tolerance (usually
set to 10−4).

2.4.2 Step 2

This step consists of the updating of the parameters p with a gradient descent step :

p(n+1) = p(n) − lr
dE2mCRE(û(n+1), v̂(n+1);p(n))

dp
(17)

with (û(n+1), v̂(n+1)) the fields obtained at the end of step 1 of the n+ 1 iteration of mCRE minimization. For the
sake of simplicity, (û(n+1), v̂(n+1)) are denoted (û, v̂) in the following. The gradient of mCRE with respect to the
parameters is computed with the adjoint-state method :

dE2mCRE(û, v̂;p)
dp

=
dL(û, v̂,λ;p)

dp
=
dû

dp

∂L
∂û

+
dv̂

dp

∂L
∂v̂

+
dλ

dp

∂L
∂λ

+
∂L
∂p

=
∂L
∂p

(18)

dE2mCRE(û, v̂;p)
dp

=

∫

Ω

∂ψ

∂p

∣∣∣
E(u)
− ∂ψ

∂p

∣∣∣
E(v)

(19)

with L the Lagrangian associated to the constrained minimization problem of step 1 defined in Section 2.4.1 (minimiza-
tion defined in (6) with the constraint defined in (12)):
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It is worth noticing in (19) that the parameters are updated following the computation of the gradient in the whole
structure and not only where there is a measurement.

To summarize this section and introduce the next one, Figure 3 illustrates the general methodology for further training
the physics-augmented neural network with the mCRE.

Definition of a physics-augmented architecture (Section 3.1)

Initialization training with generated data following a priori model (Section 3.2)

Minimization of mCRE (Section 2.4) : 

Automatic tuning of     with the knowledge of noise level  

While a stop criterion (Section 3.5) based on the CRE model error is not reached : 

• Kinematic admissibility imposed by the searched space
• Static admissibility imposed by Lagrangian
• Constrained minimization performed by a Newton scheme 

Step 1 (Section 2.4.1) :

• Gradient computed with adjoint state method
• is an adaptative learning rate updated at each iteration

Step 2 (Section 2.4.2) :

Figure 3: Description of the method developed.

3 Physics-augmented Neural Networks for constitutive modeling

The previous section has introduced the minimization of the mCRE in the case of nonlinear state laws, either in the
case of an explicitly given model or for a constitutive relation described by a neural network. Here, the use of neural
networks enables to release the form of the constitutive relation: the potential ψ is searched among all potentials that
satisfy the requirements of a constitutive law defined in Section 3.1. Here, the parameters p are the weights and biases
of the neural network.

With neural networks, a particular attention should be paid to the consistency of the prediction with respect to physical
principle such as thermodynamics. Section 3.1 shows how physics is enforced in the architecture. In the case of a neural
network, the minimization task is also much harder because of the large number of parameters. Indeed, neural networks
are known to be hard to train [51], partly because of the sensitivity to user-defined hyperparameters. Moreover, the
DDDAS framework prevents the user from changing hyperparameters and performing several times the training. In the
following, this issue is tackled by:

• a physics-guided initialization described in Section 3.2;

• a Morozov-based automatic tuning of the weighting between losses introduced in Section 3.3;

• an empirical adaptive learning rate rule described in Section 3.4;

• a CRE based stop criterion used to avoid the predefined choice of the number of epochs (Section 3.5).
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3.1 Definition of the physics-augmented architecture

The architecture used is shown in Figure 4. This architecture tends to be widely used for constitutive modeling
[27, 28, 29, 30, 41].

This neural network guarantees the convexity of the free-energy ψ with respect to E thanks to a special architecture:
input-convex neural networks (ICNN) [32]. The weights between intermediate layers are positive (the weights that map
the input layer to intermediate layers can be negative), and the activation functions are convex and non-decreasing. A
given layer is connected to the previous one through positive weights and connected to the input through weights in R.
The activation function used is A:

A(Xi) =

{
0 if Xi ≤ 0

X2
i if Xi > 0

(20)

where Xi denotes the i-th component of the vector X.

This activation function is inspired by the ReLU function. Yet, the second derivative of the activation function should
not be zero on the whole definition domain, otherwise, the tangent operator required in the optimization process would
be zero. This motivates the modification of the ReLU function to a "ReLU square". The main focus of this work is not
on the physical constraints in the architecture of the neural network but on the optimization procedure to tune it with
observable data. A detailed guide for enforcing physical requirements for a constitutive model can be found in [41] for
example.

In this article, the first test case takes components of the Green-Lagrange tensor as network input, while the second one
uses the following invariant in the input of the network :

• J = det(2E+ I)

• Ĩ1 − 3, with Ĩ1 = J−2/3 tr(2E+ I)

• Ĩ2 − 3, with Ĩ2 = 1
2J

−4/3[tr(2E+ I)2 − tr((2E+ I)2)]

The stress is obtained by automatic differentiation of the free energy:

S =
∂ψ

∂E
(21)

ψ(E) and S = ∂ψ
∂E should vanish at zero deformation (E = 0) so the potential is written :

ψ(E) = ψNN (E)− ψNN (E = 0)− ∂ψNN
∂E

∣∣∣
E=0

: E (22)

where ψNN is the output of the neural network.

Input convex neural network

<latexit sha1_base64="AhViQv0wohkcYAK7vUYCNaSMJeQ=">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</latexit>

Wi � 0
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Wi 2 R

Automatic 
differentiation

(or invariants)

Figure 4: Input convex thermodynamics-consistent architecture used.
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3.2 Reducing the sensitivity to initialization: physics-guided initialization with a priori knowledge

The training of neural networks is known to be sensitive to initialization [51], as well as the minimization of the mCRE
in the case of parameter updating [4]. Instead of random initialization, a first training is performed to initialize the
network with a priori model with the expected material parameters. Indeed, with a random initialization, the mCRE
minimization fails to converge in most of the experiments performed. A database {Ẽ, ψ̃} is generated from a known
constitutive model assumed to be close to the target one. The initialization training is performed in a classical supervised
way with the Adam optimizer [52] in order to minimize the mean square error loss. The positivity constraint on the
weights is already enforced through gradient clipping. The choice of the a priori model can depend on the structure and
type of sollicitations considered. In Section 4, two different initializations are used (quadratic potential under small
strain regime and Neo-Hookean model in the case of hyperelasticity).

The generated database is created to be rich enough to describe the studied range. The weights and biases of the neural
networks obtained at the end of the training are used as the initialization of the mCRE minimization algorithm described
in the following section.

3.3 Reducing the sensitivity to weighting between losses: automatic tuning of α

A frequent concern in multiple losses optimization is the tuning of the weighting between losses [53, 54]. This concern
is also known in the case of mCRE minimization, with the parameter α [55]. Here, the physical sense of the mCRE can
provide a way to tune α: α is automatically tuned before the training and constantly adapted during the training. The
general philosophy of the tuning is that the model should not be updated below the noise level, considering the noise
level of the measurement tools is known a priori. Hence, the field û constructed at the end of the Newton scheme (14)
in step 1 should get as close as possible to the measure, but should not fit the noise. To quantify this criterion, α is
re-written :

α = α′ 1

nobsσ2

where nobs is the number of observations and σ the standard deviation of the measurement noise. Replacing in (6) :

(û, Ŝ)(n+1) = argmin
(u,S)∈Ad

[ ∫

Ω

ψ(u;p(n)) + ψ∗(S;p(n))− S : E(u) + α′ 1

nobsσ2
||ΠE(u)−Eobs||2

]
(23)

In order for û not to fit the observations below the noise level, the order of magnitude of 1
nobsσ2 ||ΠE(û) − Eobs||2

should be 1, as stated in the Morozov criterion [56]. Before the training of the neural network, several steps 1 are
performed to find the proper value of α′. The greater α′ the lower the data discrepancy error after step 1. This tuning
is performed by dichotomy and details can be found in B. During the minimization of the mCRE, as soon as the
normalized data-driven discrepancy is out of the admissible bound after step 1, α′ is returned following this procedure
and a new step 1 is performed with the new α′.

This simple technique is powerful to prevent the network from overfitting as the predicted field u cannot fit the
observations below the noise level.

3.4 Reducing the sensitivity to learning rate: automatic tuning of learning rate

Another well-known sensitive parameter in neural networks training is the choice of the learning rate lr [57]. A too
small value of lr can cause the training to be extremely slow, whereas a too large value can cause instability during the
training with the risk of not reaching convergence. The value of the learning rate should be analyzed with regard to the
progress made during one training step. Here, the two steps minimization procedure provides an interesting indicator
on the update speed of the training. Indeed, the number of iterations performed in step 1 depends on the modification of
the space of solutions that satisfy the constitutive relation for given parameters (Γp) caused by the parameters update in
step 2 (because step 1 is initialized with (û, v̂) found at the end of the previous step 1), as it is shown in Figure 5.

According to multiple experiments, a good compromise is located around 4 iterations in step 1. It is thus possible to
automatically adapt the learning rate with the following empirical-based rule:

lr ← lr × update_coefficient(number_iterations_step_1) (24)
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One iteration in step 1
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p(n+1) = p(n) − lr∇pE
2
mCRE(û(n+1), v̂(n+1);p(n))
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p(n+1) = p(n) − lr∇pE
2
mCRE(û(n+1), v̂(n+1);p(n))

<latexit sha1_base64="AtBaEChBrYlwA0TzO5w7ni1PaHA=">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</latexit>
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2
mCRE(û(n+1), v̂(n+1);p(n))

<latexit sha1_base64="17oaZO6YQ7I78d96bouCx9xQvbg=">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</latexit>

Result of step 1 minimization with parameters p(n)
<latexit sha1_base64="17oaZO6YQ7I78d96bouCx9xQvbg=">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</latexit>

Result of step 1 minimization with parameters p(n)

<latexit sha1_base64="7a1ZJ3S64z4QxIh4Batpy0riTuk=">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</latexit>

with parameters p(n+1)

<latexit sha1_base64="17oaZO6YQ7I78d96bouCx9xQvbg=">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</latexit>

Result of step 1 minimization with parameters p(n)
<latexit sha1_base64="17oaZO6YQ7I78d96bouCx9xQvbg=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="7a1ZJ3S64z4QxIh4Batpy0riTuk=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="17oaZO6YQ7I78d96bouCx9xQvbg=">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</latexit>
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Figure 5: Influence of the learning rate on the number of iterations in step 1.

An example of the values of update_coefficient(number_iterations_step_1) is presented in Figure 6. These
values have been obtained empirically by testing a significant amount of values on different test cases compared to the
ones presented in this paper. An ongoing work is currently performed to design an optimization process that does not
rely on empirically chosen coefficients. The main advantage of this rule is that the convergence of the method is no
more sensitive to the user learning rate choice, as shown in Section 4.3, which enables to train the network online. Note
that this rule can be adapted depending on the test case: a way to adapt this rule is to set the target number of iterations
to the number of iterations needed to solve the FEM problem for the initialized network.
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Figure 6: Example of the value of the coefficient used in the empirical learning rate update rule as function of the
number of iterations during step 1.

3.5 Reducing the sensitivity to the number of epochs: definition of a physics-based stop criterion

Neural networks training requires a stop criterion. A naive technique, but yet efficient in many approaches, is to
predefine a number of epochs before the training and to retune this parameter a posteriori as long as the predictions are
not satisfactory [58]. This technique is not suited here as the training should be performed online for DDDAS. Another
widely used rule is to define a criterion to present overfitting. The idea is to stop the training when the loss computed on
the validation dataset is stagnating while the loss on the training dataset is still decreasing. This criterion can not work
here because of the unsupervised nature of the training.
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The mCRE minimization is a really interesting framework as it provides a strong physical sense that can be used to
define a stop criterion. In the case of neural networks that are theoretically universal approximators, the method can
be designed as if there were no model bias. Yet, to the authors’ knowledge, this property has not yet been shown
in the case of physics-augmented constitutive modeling. The assumption here is that a physics-augmented neural
network (constructed to enforce in the architecture all the requirements of a constitutive model) can approximate any
physics-consistent constitutive model (which matches the same requirements). Assuming there is no model bias, the
network can represent any constitutive model that satisfies the imposed constraints. As this is further shown in Section
4.1.3, the CRE term can be interpreted as a modeling error. As such, it is perfectly suited to correct model bias. The
CRE is homogeneous to an energy (see Figure 2) and can thus be compared to the energy in the structure, the normalized
CRE writes :

E2normalized_CRE =
E2CRE∫

Ω
ψ(E(v))

(25)

A stop criterion (for the overall convergence of the method) can then be established based on the relative energy error in
the system:

E2normalized_CRE < tol (26)

where tol is a user-defined target value of the stop criterion.

This criterion is also used to estimate how far from convergence is the minimization process: near convergence the
number of iterations in step 1 is naturally lower. This can be a problem in the previous learning rate update rule, because
the learning rate can be set to high values which can lead to a leap far from the minimum. To alleviate this concern,
near convergence the learning rate update rule is modified so that the learning rate is only updated if it tends to decrease:
the update coefficients greater than 1 are set to 1 near convergence.

3.6 Extension to the case of multiple loadings in the database

So far, the method has been presented in the case of only one loading case. In practice, the training database is
constituted of multiples loading cases so the method should be modified :

• Step 1 and step 2 are consecutively performed for each loading case.

• For the stop criterion, the method stops when the criterion is reached on all the loading cases. When a loading
case reaches the criterion, the weight and bias of the neural network are no more updated with this loading
case. In each epoch, a verfication is made to check if the criterion is still reached for this loading case: if the
criterion is not reached, the weight and bias are then updated.

• Concerning the learning rate, the same value is applied for all the loading cases. The update rule is applied
after each epoch (when all the loading cases have been treated) and takes into account the mean of iterations
performed in all steps 1.

4 Results

This section presents the results of the method evaluated on two test cases with synthetic data: a non-quadratic potential
in the small strain regime is studied with optic fiber measurements in Section 4.1, and a Mooney-Rivlin model is
searched in the hyperelastic case with digital image correlation observations in Section 4.2. Then relevance of adaptive
learning rate in Section 4.3 and adaptive α in Section 4.4 are investigated, as well as noise robustness in Section 4.5.

4.1 First test case: Non-quadratic potential in the small strain regime

This part illustrates the performance of the method on a first test case, with a non-quadratic potential to be learned under
the small strain regime. Section 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 respectively present the training and validation databases, Section 4.1.3
present the constitutive relation error before the training of the neural network with the mCRE procedure (i.e. after the
initialization training), and Section 4.1.4 proposes an evaluation of the method on this test case.

4.1.1 Training database

The training database is constituted of synthetic data generated with a finite element simulation :
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• constitutive relation: the chosen reference non-quadratic potential distinguishes the behavior in tension from
the one in compression along the longitudinal axis (axis 1):

ψ(ε) =
1

2
Ẽ < ε11 > +

2 +
1

2
E < ε11 > −

2 +
1

2
E ε222 +G ε221 (27)

where < • >+ and < • >− stand respectively for the positive and negative part, Ẽ = 12GPa and
E = 20GPa are the tension and compression Young moduli, G = 8GPa is the Coulomb modulus and εij
are components of the linearized strain tensor ε = 1

2 (∇u+ (∇u)T ).
• geometry: the geometry considered is the 2D (plane strain) cantilever beam presented in Figure 7.

• loading: the database includes 10 different loading cases fsd with a combination of pure bending, tension and
compression.

0 10 20 30 40 50
0

5

Optic fiber

Figure 7: Geometry, mesh and position of optic fibers.

After the finite element simulation, the component of the strain in the direction of the optic fiber is saved. White
Gaussian noise is then added to the synthetic measurements, with a level discussed in Section 4.5. It is worth noticing
that only the noisy observations and boundary conditions are used in the mCRE minimization procedure: the analytical
expression of the target potential is not used in the training but only for validation purposes. Thus this training can be
qualified as unsupervised training.

4.1.2 Validation database

The validation database is constituted of 6 deformations paths: uniaxial tension (UT), uniaxial compression (UC),
biaxial tension (BT), biaxial compression (BC), simple shear (SS), and pure shear (PS). Equations (28) show the
deformation gradient for these 6 cases, with γ ∈ [0, 1e−3] a loading parameter. 100 points per loading are used in the
validation database. This validation process is the same as the one used in [29]. These deformation paths are only
used for validation and are not used during training. For validation, a comparison is made between the learned and the
ground truth potential along these deformation paths.

FUT (γ) =

[
1 + γ 0
0 1

]
,FUC(γ) =

[
1

1+γ 0
0 1

]
,FBT (γ) =

[
1 + γ 0
0 1 + γ

]
,

FBC(γ) =

[ 1
1+γ 0

0 1
1+γ

]
,FSS(γ) =

[
1 γ
0 1

]
,FPS(γ) =

[
1 + γ 0
0 1

1+γ

]
(28)

4.1.3 Error after initialization training

Before minimizing the mCRE, the network is initialized to represent linear elasticity thanks to a classical supervised
training described in Section 3.2 The potential used to generate data for the initialization training is the following :

ψ(ε) =
1

2
E ε211 +

1

2
E ε222 +G ε221 (29)

with E = 24GPa the Young modulus, G = 11GPa the Coulomb modulus and εij the components of the linearized
strain tensor.

Table 1 summarizes the parameters used for this initialization training. At the end of this training, the network is well
suited to represent linear elasticity as shown in Figure 8 (top). However, along axis 1, this potential does not represent
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Number of layers 4
Number of neurons per hidden layer 50

Optimizer Adam
Number of epochs 1e5

Learning rate (cyclic lr scheduler [59]) lr ∈ [1e−5, 1e−4], cycle of 100 epochs
Table 1: Parameters used for the initialization training.

well the non-quadratic potential: this is the goal of the mCRE minimization to finetune this neural network to accurately
represent the non-quadratic potential. Figure 9 shows, for a bending loading, the fields S11 and ε11 associated to
displacement fields u and v. To understand the role of fields u and v the reader can refer to the linear elastic case in
A. Figure 9 demonstrates that the discrepancy between fields associated with u and v are localized where the ε11 is
positive, i.e. where the material is in tension along axis 1. This discrepancy is explained by the difference between the
non-quadratic potential and the neural network in tension that can be observed in Figure 8. At the bottom of Figure 9
the normalized CRE map shows the localization of the error. This CRE map is a powerful tool because :

• the analytical ground truth potential is not needed to compute the error,

• an error level is available everywhere in the structure, even where there is no observation,

• it can deal with noisy and partial observations,

• this error is localized in the zone of model bias (here in the zone in tension along axis 1),

For all these reasons, the CRE is a strong indicator of model bias, and can even be used in the inference phase. In the
following, results after the minimization of mCRE are presented and discussed.

4.1.4 Evaluation of the method

Figure 8 (bottom) shows the potential predicted by the neural network before and after the mCRE minimization: the
model bias is corrected as the tension behavior along axis 1 is now correctly predicted. This correction of model bias
is possible as the loading database contains solicitations that make appear tension along axis 1. Figure 10 shows the
convergence of the mean (over the loading cases) of the mCRE and normalized CRE as such as the evolution of relative
error on the validation dataset. The similarity in the evolution between mCRE and normalized CRE is explained by the
fact that α is adapted during training to constraint the normalized data discrepancy term of the mCRE to be close to 1
(see Section 3.3).

About the evolution of these criteria, the plateau at the beginning of training is caused by the small value of the initial
learning rate. With the adaptive learning rate rule described in Section 3.4, the learning rate gets high enough to achieve
decreasing of mCRE after several epochs (here around 12 epochs).

4.2 Second test case: Mooney-Rivlin hyperelastic model

4.2.1 Training database

The training database is constituted of synthetic data generated with a finite element simulation :

• constitutive relation: Mooney-Rivlin potential [60, 61]:

ψ(C) = A(Ĩ1 − 3) +B(Ĩ2 − 3) + C(Ĩ1 − 3)(Ĩ2 − 3) (30)

with

J = det(C)

Ĩ1 = J−2/3 tr(C)

Ĩ2 =
1

2
J−4/3[tr(C)2 − tr(C2)]

C = 2E+ I

and A = 1.9, B = 0.4 and C = 1 some material parameters.

• geometry: the geometry considered is a 2D (plane strain) square.
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Figure 8: Top: Potentials evolution with respect to the components of the linearized strain tensor after the initialization
training to represent linear elasticity. This is the prediction of the neural network before the mCRE minimization.
Bottom: Potentials evolution with respect to the components of the linearized strain tensor before and after mCRE
minimization.

• loading: the database includes 30 different loading cases fsd with uniaxial tension and uniaxial compression.
The training database is deliberately chosen with few loading cases to quantify the generalization to out-of-
training database loading cases.

After the finite element simulation, the full displacement is stored and white Gaussian noise is then added to the
synthetic measurements with a noise level of 0, 1%. Here again, only the noisy observations and boundary conditions
are used in the mCRE minimization procedure: the analytical expression of the target potential is not used in the
training but only for validation purposes. Even though the method presented in Section 3 is detailed in the case of strain
observations, it extends easily to the case of displacement observations (as it is presented in Section 2).

4.2.2 Validation database

The validation database is constructed according to the same procedure as the one described in section 4.1.2 with the
deformation paths (28). The difference is that here, the target model describes hyperelastic behavior so the range of γ
should be different: γ ∈ [0, 1].

4.2.3 Evaluation of the method, case of incomplete training database

For this test case in which the network has to learn a Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model, the method is evaluated when
the training database does not include enough deformation paths to describe all the part of the constitutive model.
The interest of this incomplete training database is to see the generalization outside the training database. Before the
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Figure 9: For a bending loading (top), fields S11 and ε11 associated with displacement fields u and v (middle) and the
normalized CRE map (bottom). These observations depend on the initialization choice.

minimization of the mCRE, the network is initialized thanks to an initialization training described in Section 3.2 with
the Neo-Hookean model :

ψ(E) = A(Ĩ1 − 3) +B(J − 1)2 (31)

with J = det(C), Ĩ1 = J−2/3 tr(C), C = 2E+ I, A = 1.9 and B = 2.4 are material parameters.

Figure 11 shows the potential before and after the mCRE minimization along two deformation paths. On the left, it is
uniaxial compression along one axis (whereas it was the other axis in the training database) and the learned potential is
close to the target. This generalization from one axis to another is explained by the fact that the isotropic invariants
were put inside the network. On the right, the response to pure shear is not correctly described as this does not appear in
the training database. Yet, this lack of precision is compensated by the mCRE framework that can be used to assimilate
data in the online phase by the mean of the predicted fields associated with u (trade-off between the prediction from
the trained model and assimilated data). Moreover, even in the prediction phase when data are assimilated the CRE
modeling error is available to give a confidence bound on the prediction.
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Figure 10: left: evolution of the mean (over the loading cases) mCRE during the training; center: evolution of the mean
(over the loading cases) normalized CRE during the training, right: evolution of the relative error on the validation
database during training.
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Figure 11: Potential before and after the mCRE minimization along two deformation paths: on the left is uniaxial
compression and on the right is pure shear.

4.3 Relevance of adaptive learning rate

The learning rate parameter is a crucial parameter for the convergence of deep learning training: Figure 12 (left) shows
the evolution of the relative error on the validation dataset during the training for several different values of lr. This
figure highlights the sensitivity of this parameter on good convergence. In most deep learning use cases, this parameter
is tuned by the user until the results are satisfactory. Here, the DDDAS context [2] imposes that the training has to be
performed online, thus imposing an automatic tuning of this parameter. Figure 12 (middle) shows the evolution of the
relative error on the validation dataset for different initial learning rates. This shows that the adaptive learning rate rule
drastically reduces the sensitivity of the choice of the learning rate as very different initial learning rates achieve close
convergence whereas it was not the case without the adaptive learning rate. Figure 12 (right) demonstrates that the
learning rates all stabilize to a close value, even with an important difference in the initial learning rate choice. This is
the case only when the initial learning rate is small: if the initial learning rate is too large, the first epoch will update the
network far from the initialization with a priori knowledge, so it is better to set a low initial value. Indeed, even if there
is a high difference between the low initial learning rate and the proper one, the learning rate will adapt only in a few
iterations.
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Figure 12: Left and middle: evolution of the relative error on the validation dataset (left: sensitivity of the fixed learning
rate without adaptive learning rate, middle: sensitivity of the initial learning rate when the adaptive rule is applied).
Right: evolution of the learning rate when the adaptive rule is applied.

4.4 Relevance of adaptive weighting between losses

This part presents the interest of the adaptive tuning of α. First, Figure 13 helps to understand the role played by α.
It shows the strain and stress fields associated with displacement fields u at the end of step 1 for different values of
α. Equation (35) shows the role of α in the linear elastic case: U is a compromise between the observed data and the
model for the current parameters, and α sets up the balance between these two terms. A similar interpretation can be
done in the case of non-quadratic potentials as shown in Figure 13:

• For a small value of α (here when α = 1), E11 and S11 are really closes to the one obtained with v (no
compromise with data). The associated CRE map shows there is no error, which means the value of α is too
low.

• On the opposite, α = 10 000 shows an important difference between u and v but the solution associated with
u seems noisy.

• In this case a good choice of α is between 100 and 10 000: the automatic tuning gives a value of α = 2 000.

Figure 14 (left) illustrates how the convergence is affected by different values of α. This shows that convergence is
sensitive to the chosen values of α, which motivates the need for adaptive tuning. The right-hand side of Figure 14
shows the convergence for the same initial values of α. As α is always chosen such that the u field fits the observations
to the noise level, the convergence is the same for these 3 initial values of α.

Nevertheless, this adaptive tuning comes with a high computational cost: when u does not fit the observations to noise
level, multiple steps 1 have to be performed in the dichotomy to find the proper value of α. This constitutes an important
drawback of the method and should be further investigated.

4.5 Robustness to noise

The mCRE for parameter identification has already been shown to be very effective in the presence of noise measurement
[20, 62]. This article confirms the previous observations in the case of neural network training. Figure 15 (left) shows
the evolution relative error on the validation dataset for different noise levels: even with high noise levels, the relative
error on the validation dataset is acceptable. Figure 15 (right) shows the potential learned with high noise. For the
40% noise case, the potential is not representative of reality but is still close and better than before the training. This is
achievable thanks to the adaptive α tuning which requires the knowledge of the noise level.

5 Conclusion

This research paper introduced a novel approach to train physics-augmented neural networks for constitutive law
representation using partial strain or displacement measurements and boundary conditions. All reliable information
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α = 1

Figure 13: Influence of α on the strain and stress fields associated to displacement field u at the end of step 1 (see
section 2.4.1) and on the associated CRE map.

such as thermodynamics or equilibrium properties was enforced either in the network or in the minimization procedure.
The unsupervised training procedure was based on the modified Constitutive Relation Error (mCRE), a widely studied
functional in the parameters identification field. It provided a strong physical sense as the CRE can be interpreted as a
modeling error everywhere in the structure.

The automatic hyperparameter tuning is another significant feature of the proposed method, which is particularly
relevant for online training in the Dynamic Data Driven Application Systems (DDDAS) paradigm. The evaluation
of the method has shown to be effective in producing accurate models in the case of nonlinear state laws, excellent
noise robustness and low sensitivity to user-defined hyperparameters. Overall, this proposed method offers a potentially
valuable tool for predicting the behavior of materials and structures under external loadings, thus opening up new
avenues for research in the field of computational mechanics.

Yet, compared to classical supervised training, this method has a relatively high computational cost. This is caused
by the need to construct admissible displacement and stress fields before each gradient descent step. The method was
introduced in 2D, and even though it can be easily generalized to 3D, the 3D computational cost seems prohibitive (the
total training time is presently around 2 hours in 2D). A more efficient automatic tuning of weighting between losses, or
extending previous works on the coupling between reduced order modeling techniques and mCRE [63], could be a
research direction to alleviate this concern. To efficiently update the model and predict the quantities of interest, the
present work could be coupled with previous work on mCRE to perform real-time online SHM with Kalman filtering
[49, 64] and integrate ideas from [65] in which some layers are frozen during the online training.
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Figure 14: Evolution of the relative error on the validation dataset. Left: sensitivity of the parameters α without adaptive
rule. Right: sensitivity of the initial α rate when the adaptive rule is applied.
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Figure 15: Influence of the noise level on the quality of the training. Left: evolution of the relative error on the validation
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A Minimization of the mCRE with quadratic potential

This appendix aims to demonstrate the minimization of mCRE for a quadratic potential case and displacement
observations. In this case, the minimization proposed in Section 2.4 gives the same procedure as previous works on
mCRE [4]. In this case, the mCRE writes:

E2mCRE(û, Ŝ) =
∫

Ω

(Ŝ−KE(û)) : K−1 : (Ŝ−KE(û)) + α||Πû− uobs||2= ||Ŝ−KE(û)||2K−1+α||Πû− uobs||2

(32)

To perform the minimization of step 1, under the static admissibility constraint, the following discretized Lagrangian is
introduced :

Lh(U,V,Λ) =
1

2
(U−V)TK(p)(U−V) + α(ΠU−Uobs)

T (ΠU−Uobs)−ΛT (K(p)V − F) (33)

where the capital letters denote the discretized associated field, K and F are the global stiffness matrix and global load
vector. V is the discretized vector of the field v obtained from duality such that S = K(p)E(v) (see [11]). To impose
the kinematic admissibility, with finite element discretization, only the free degrees of freedom (dof) are searched for,
and the prescribed dofs are imposed in the search space.

The search for the stationarity of the Lagrangian leads to the following system :





0 =
∂Lh
∂U

= K(p)(U−V) + αΠT (ΠU−Uobs)

0 =
∂Lh
∂V

= K(p)(V −U)− K(p)Λ

0 =
∂Lh
∂Λ

= K(p)V − F

(34)

From ∂Lh

∂V = 0 it comes Λ = V −U, and (34) eventually yields :{
K(p)V = F

(K(p) + αΠTΠ)U = F+ αΠT (Uobs −ΠU)
(35)

Step 2 consists of the gradient descent step described in (17). The gradient of the mCRE with respect to the parameters
p is computed with the adjoint-state method. With (Û, V̂) obtained at the end of step 1, the gradient writes :

dE2mCRE(Û, V̂;p)

dp
=

d

dp
Lh(Û, V̂,Λ;p) =

1

2
(Û− V̂)T

∂K(p)
∂p

(Û+ V̂) (36)
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B Dichotomy algorithm for the update of weighting between losses
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